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Chapter I: Introduction

1.1

Satellites provide telecommunication and broadcasting services, covering
large geographical areas. A satellite-based communication system
provides an ideal solution for connecting remote and inaccessible areas
as except the satellite receiving infrastructure (antenna and associated
electronics), no ground infrastructure in the concerned area is required.
Very

Small

Aperture

Terminal

(VSAT)

is

one

of

the

satellite

communication technologies, which is very useful for remote and
inaccessible locations (rural areas, ships, coastal regions, hills, etc)
where there is limited or no terrestrial connectivity.
1.2

The main advantages of VSAT technology is its rapid deployment with
minimum training, scalability, lower operational costs and reliability of
communication, in remote locations even in adverse situations. The cost
per connection using VSAT is independent of the location of terminal
from the hub.

1.3

The capability of VSAT technology to deliver host of services over a very
large area in a multicast mode, provides it with a unique advantage over
other existing technologies. The multicast capability of VSAT technology
can be used to provide applications such as Tele-Medicine, Teleeducation, internet access, Virtual Private Network (VPN) etc. in the most
remote areas of our country.

1.4

VSAT network comprises of a central VSAT hub and a number of smaller
nodes located at various remote locations. VSAT hub is basically an earth
station that controls and monitors all the activities of the remote VSAT
terminals. Application and services such as internet, voice, fax, data,
video and value added services can be integrated with the VSAT network
at the central hub.

1.5

VSAT license is granted by the Department of Telecommunications (DoT)
on non-exclusive basis, to VSAT service providers to establish, install,
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operate and maintain VSAT Closed Users Group (CUG) Domestic Data
Network service via INSAT/GSAT Satellite System, within territorial
boundary of India, for a period of 20 years, extendable by 10 years at a
time.
1.6

There are two types of CUG VSAT licenses - Commercial CUG VSAT
license and Captive CUG VSAT license. A commercial VSAT service
provider can offer the service on commercial basis to its subscribers by
setting up a number of CUGs. However, in case of a Captive license, the
Captive VSAT licensee can setup one CUG for its Captive use. License fee
for the commercial VSAT licensee is based on revenue share, i.e.,
percentage of Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR).

1.7

While Commercial VSAT service providers use their networks for the
purpose

of

business/profit

and

generate

revenue

by

providing

communication to end users, Captive CUG VSAT networks are mostly
deployed by Government/ Public/Private companies for their internal
communication.
1.8

As per the Captive VSAT license conditions, a CUG is permissible for
following categories of business associationship:i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Producer of goods and his trader/agent;
Provider of service and his trader/agent;
Producer of same category of goods (e.g. manufactures of petroleum
products); and
Provider of the same category of service (e.g. bank).

The license fee for the Captive VSAT licensee is charged at a flat rate of
Rs 10,000/- per VSAT terminal per year, connected to the first hub,
irrespective of number of terminals.
1.9

In addition to the main hub or first hub, some of the Captive VSAT
licensees require installation of 2nd Hub, primarily as a contingent
measure. The 2nd hub is generally deployed for ensuring continuity of
communication in critical operations at remote and inaccessible locations
during disaster situation at the first Hub.
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1.10 As per the extant license terms and conditions, there is a difference in
charging of VSAT Licence fee for installation of first and the second hub.
While the license fee for captive VSAT for the first hub is charged at a flat
rate of Rs 10,000/- per terminal per year irrespective of terminals, the
License fee for second hub is charged at the rate of Rs.16,000/- per
terminal per annum with a minimum licence fee of Rs.16 lakh per
annum, which covers upto 100 VSAT terminals connected to the 2nd hub.
If the number of VSATs exceeds 100 for the second hub, an additional
amount of Rs.16,000/- per annum per VSAT terminal is chargeable.
Therefore it can be seen that there is huge difference in fees once a
licensee expands from one Hub based VSAT network to two hub based
network.
1.11 In this background, DoT, under section 11(1)(a) of the TRAI Act has sent
a reference to TRAI on 17th March, 2016 (Appendix) to furnish its
recommendations on applicability of DoT order dated 29th August, 1997
on license fee for 2nd Hub in Captive VSAT CUG network and also on the
terms and conditions of Captive VSAT CUG License.
1.12 After receiving the reference, the Authority consulted some of the Captive
VSAT licensees who raised some additional issues related to applicability
of Royalty charges and delay in approvals in augmentation of bandwidth
for Captive VSAT. The Authority included these issues also in the
consultation, so as to provide comprehensive recommendations on issues
concerning Captive VSAT licensees.
1.13 The Authority issued a Consultation Paper on ‘Captive VSAT CUG Policy
issues’ on 28th October, 2016, seeking comments of the stakeholders.
Written comments on the Consultation Paper were invited from the
stakeholders by 9th December 2016 and counter-comments by 16th
December

2016.

The

Authority

received

comments

from

seven

stakeholders and counter comment was received from one stakeholder.
These are available on TRAI’s website www.trai.gov.in. An Open House
Discussion (OHD) was conducted on 19th January 2017 at New Delhi.
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1.14 The Authority has formulated its recommendations based on inputs
received from the stakeholders, views expressed during the OHD and its
own internal analysis. Chapter-II of the recommendations covers ‘Review
of license terms and procedures/processes’ while Chapter-III summarizes
the recommendations.
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Chapter -II: Review of Captive VSAT License terms and
procedures/processes
A. License fee for Captive VSAT
2.1

Till the year 2003, License Fee (LF) for Captive VSAT network was
charged @ Rs.16,000/- per annum per terminal, subject to a minimum of
Rs.16 lakh per annum for upto 100 VSAT terminals for the first hub and
second hub. If both the main hub and 2nd hub were put into
simultaneous operation, both hubs were treated as two independent
VSAT networks for the purpose of license fee calculations.

2.2

In November 2002, DoT had sought TRAI recommendations on two
specific issues pertaining to VSAT license terms & conditions:
a)
b)

2.3

Restriction on data rate
Reduction in license fee for Captive VSAT network.

On the issue of license fee, the Authority in its recommendations dated
10th December, 2002 recommended the annual license fee per terminal
for Captive VSAT users be brought down from Rs. 16,000/- to Rs.
8,000/-. Pursuant to the TRAI’s recommendations, DoT reduced the
License fee in case of the 1st hub, to Rs. 10,000/- per VSAT terminal per
annum without levy of any minimum licence fee, w.e.f. 1st January,
2004. However, on the matter of charging LF for 2nd Hub, DoT did not
take any decision. Accordingly, for the 2nd hub, LF of Rs.16,000/- per
annum per terminal, subject to a minimum of Rs.16 lakh per annum for
upto 100 VSAT terminals is still prevalent.

2.4

Accordingly, in the consultation paper, it has been asked whether the
license fee for the 2nd VSAT hub be kept same as that of 1st VSAT hub,
and if the answer is no, then what should be the per annum fee for the
2nd hub?

2.5

In their response, stakeholders are of unanimous view that the minimum
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license fee of Rs. 16 lakh, in case of second hub should be done away
with and the total license fee payable should be calculated on the basis of
number of VSAT terminals in the network, irrespective of number of
hubs.
2.6

Captive VSAT licensees install second hub mainly for two reasons viz
redundancy and non-availability of space segment on the same satellite
offered by ISRO. Second hub is installed for providing redundancy in
critical operations. However, due to huge difference in the license fee, a
licensee is discouraged in installing a 2nd hub for the Captive VSAT
licensees thus putting their communications at a sort of risk.

2.7

During the consultation, it is observed and noted that such a huge
difference in rates between first and the second hub has acted as a
deterrent for Captive CUG licensee to own the second hub, even though
their

operations

demand

a

hot

standby

hub

for

continuity

of

communication during disaster situations and for redundancy purpose.
The Authority did not find any plausible justification for keeping the rate
of the second hub different than that of first hub.
2.8

On the issue of annual license fee at the rate of Rs. 10,000/- per
terminal, though some of the stakeholders have opined that it should be
reduced, the Authority is of the opinion that the rate of Rs 10,000/- was
decided in the year 2004. Taking inflation since 2004 into account, this
amount is in a way already at a reduced rate. Therefore there seems to be
no justification in reducing the annual license fee for the Captive VSAT
License. The fee per terminal @Rs10,000/- may be made applicable for
the terminals connected to the second hub without specifying any
minimum licensee fee.

2.9

In view of the foregoing the Authority recommends that:
(i)

Levy of separate licence fee for 2nd hub for Captive VSAT may be
done away with;

(ii) Present annual license fee at @ Rs. 10,000/- per VSAT terminal,
6

as being charged presently for VSAT terminals connected to
first hub, may be maintained for both the first and the second
hub and without levy of any minimum licence fee.

B.

Entry Fee, Royalty charges and Bank Guarantee etc. for Captive
VSAT

2.10 Apart from LF, Captive VSAT licensees have to pay spectrum usage
charges in the form of Royalty charges for the use of Radio frequencies as
prescribed by the Wireless Planning & Coordination (WPC) and space
segment charges to the Department of Space (DoS) for the space segment
on INSAT/GSAT satellites. Further, the licensees have to pay an entry fee
which is submitted in the form of a Financial Bank Guarantee (FBG)
valid for a period of one year. Initial Financial Bank Guarantee is for an
amount of Rs. 30 lakh which has to be submitted before signing the
License Agreement. Later FBG equivalent to the estimated sum payable
annually towards the license fee needs to be maintained. The amount of
FBG is subject-to periodic review by the licensor. However, Financial
Bank Guarantee is not applicable in the case of Central government
departments.
2.11 The annual Royalty charges for the use of Radio frequencies are
calculated as per DoT order P-11014/34/2009-PP(III) dated 22nd March
2012. The Royalty charge is applied to the total licensed bandwidth of
each frequency of any type of the satellite-based Radio-communication
network (including ILD, NLD, Teleport, DSNG, DTH, VSAT, INMARSAT
and Satellite Radio). To arrive at the amount of annual Royalty per
frequency, R, a Bandwidth Factor (Bs) is applied as per the table given
below. Royalty ‘R’ is payable for an Uplink or a Downlink as per the
following formula:
Royalty, R (in Rs.) =35000 x Bs
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Table A: Bandwidth Factor (Bs) for Satellite Communications

Bandwidth assigned to a
Frequency (W KHz)
Up to and including 100 KHz
More than 100 KHz and Up to
and including 250 KHz

Bandwidth Factor
(Bs) for an Uplink
Broadcast Others
0.25
0.20
0.60
0.50

More than 250 KHz and upto
500kHz
For every 500 kHz or part

Bandwidth Factor
(Bs) for a
Downlink
Broadcast Others
NIL
0.20
NIL
0.50

1.25@

1.00@

NIL

1.00@

1.25@

1.00@

NIL

1.00@

[@for every 500KHz or part thereof]

2.12 The ‘Explanatory Notes’ of DoT order vide P-11014/34/2009-PP(III) dated
22nd March 2012 on applicability of Royalty charges, inter-alia, provide
that:
2.1.1.1

For DSNGs, in case the same frequency carrier is used by the

user (assignee of RF) from different OB vans belonging to him,
additional royalty @25% of the basic royalty be charged from him,
however if the additional OB cans are located within the same
premises additional royalty @25% of the basic royalty will not be
charged.
2.1.1.2

The DSNG, SNGs etc., be levied royalty charges for radio

frequencies used on both Uplinks and Downlinks, because these are
dedicated links that cannot be equated with broadcasting services.
2.13 In the consultation paper an issue was raised whether there is a need to
review some or all of the fee/charges viz. Entry Fee, License Fee, Royalty
charges and Bank Guarantee etc. for Captive VSAT CUG licenses (1st
hub and 2nd hub)?
2.14 In response, stakeholders are of the unanimous view that there is a need
to reduce charges of the entire Captive CUG VSAT network value chain.
One of the stakeholders has suggested for having a fee and Royalty
charge structure at a minimal price, without need for any bank
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guarantee for Govt. organizations. Another stakeholder has suggested
reducing license fee and Royalty charges upto 50% of the present average
license fee and Royalty charges per commercial VSAT. Yet another
stakeholder contended that the WPC calculation of Royalty charges does
not match with the DoT /WPC order dated 22nd March, 2012. Few
stakeholders submitted that the present practice of multiplying the
formulae (for calculation of Royalty charges) with the number of VSATs is
not the correct interpretation of DoT letter dated 22nd March, 2012 and
should be done away with and the correct interpretation of the formula
needs to be implemented.
2.15 The Authority carefully examined the comments of the stakeholders. It is
noted that as on April 2015, there are 28 numbers of Captive VSAT
licensees in which except one, all other licensees are either Govt.
departments or PSUs. As mentioned earlier, for the Central Govt.
departments there is no entry fee prescribed; for PSUs and other
agencies, the entry fee is Rs 30 Lakh in the form of FBG (there is no PBG
for Captive licensees). The stakeholders have demanded downward
review of the charges including removal of the need of having bank
guarantee for the PSUs. The Captive VSAT network is used for in-house
communication

purposes

ranging

from

providing

emergency

communications to communications from the remote locations for
strategic purposes, where there is no other means of communication
available. Though there are only 28 Captive VSAT licensees, many other
State Govt. or organizations may be requiring Captive VSAT license to
cater to their needs. However, various reasons including high entry fee
and Royalty charges, may be refraining them from taking a license. In the
recent past, some of the PSUs have surrendered the Captive VSAT license
due to high charges and cumbersome processes.
2.16 Most of the captive VSAT licensees have few hundred VSAT remote
terminals (except Directorate of Coordination, Police Wireless (DCPW),
Ministry of Home Affairs, which has around 700 VSAT remote terminals).
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Annual license fee @Rs. 10,000/- per VSAT terminal (as recommended in
para 2.9(ii)) shall be in the range of Rs.10 Lakh to Rs. 20 Lakh for 100 to
200 VSAT terminals respectively. In view of this, entry fee in the form of
FBG for Rs. 30 Lakh does not seem justified and the same can be
considered to be reduced.
2.17 Further, since these networks are not used for commercial purposes, the
licensee is not generating any revenue directly from these services;
therefore there seems to be a case for reduction of entry fee for Captive
VSAT licensees by 50%. The Authority finds justification in reduction of
entry fee for Captive VSAT licenses and same can be reduced by 50% i.e.
from Rs 30 Lakh to Rs 15 Lakh.
2.18 As per the condition stipulated under Unified License (UL), intending
licensee has to pay Financial Bank Guarantee (FBG) while obtaining the
license. The FBG paid remain valid for one year’s period and
subsequently the amount of FBG has to be equivalent to the estimated
License fee for two quarters and other dues not otherwise securitized.
The amount of FBG is subject to periodic review on six monthly basis by
the Licensor and has to be renewed from time to time.
2.19 The Authority is of the view that since most of the Captive VSAT licensees
are

government

organizations

associated

with

critical

business

operations or providing services to the citizens of the country in various
dimensions, the payments by these licensees cannot be significant
source of revenue generation. The Authority is of the opinion that in
order to bring parity on FBG conditions, prescribed condition similar to
that of UL for charging of FBG equivalent to License Fee for two quarters
should also be applicable to Captive VSAT licensee.

2.20 Accordingly, the Authority recommends that:(i) The Entry Fee for Captive VSAT license may be reduced by
50% i.e. from Rs. 30 lakh to Rs. 15 lakh.
10

(ii) FBG equivalent to License Fee for two quarters may be
charged from Captive VSAT licensee.

Royalty Charges
2.21 For calculation of Royalty charges, applicable bandwidth factor is arrived
at on the basis of details given in the Table-A. During the consultation
process it has been brought out by many stakeholders that Royalty
charges for VSAT remote terminals are being calculated by DoT/WPC
with additional Royalty @25% of the basic Royalty same as applicable for
DSNG OB – vans, resulting in substantial increase in the charges
payable by them. The stakeholders have urged to revisit the methodology
of calculation of Royalty charges in transparent and correct manner. One
of the stakeholders has further stated that though DoT’s Order dated
22nd March, 2012, was a welcome step, its implementation is flawed due
to multiplying the formulae by the number of VSATs and increasing it by
25%. The stakeholder has opined that better sharing and efficient
utilization of spectrum should be encouraged rather than being
punished. In the current way of implementation of the DoT’s order, the
entire purpose of enhancing efficiency of the network is defeated. The
calculation for Royalty charges was given in the consultation paper as
desired by one of the stakeholders which he felt was justified.
2.22 While formulating its recommendations, TRAI, on 24th March, 2017
requested DoT to confirm if the calculations of royalty charges included
in the consultation paper, which were based on the inputs from
stakeholders, are same as the actual calculation of royalty charges done
at their end. DoT was also requested to specify the criteria for calculation
of remote uplink and downlink royalty charges.
2.23 DoT vide its reply No. 824-200/CAP-VSAT/POLICY/2013-DS dated 9th
May, 2017, confirmed that the calculation of Royalty charges (WPC)
included in the consultation paper appears to be in order. Further, in its
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reply DoT has mentioned that the calculation as per High Level
Committee (HLC) recommended Method duly approved provisionally by
the Competent Authority and extract of which is as follows:
“Charge for uplink and downlink carriers of Hub with appropriate
bandwidth factor (Bs): and uplink and downlink for VSATs equal to
number of carriers, and 25% reuse factor to be used for balance VSATs
after reducing the number of VSATs by number of carriers (the
bandwidth factor Bs for downlink carrier of a VSAT be considered same
as the bandwidth factor Bs of its uplink carrier)”."
2.24 Further, in their reply, DoT has given sample of calculation of Royalty
charges furnished by WPC/ DoT, which is as follows:
The spectrum charges (Provisional):
Calculation of spectrum charges as per existing orders (this
Ministry’s Order No P-11014/34/2009-PP(III)1 dated 22/03/2009 & High
Level Committee’s recommendation of Method-2), is as follows:
Type of
Carrier

From
(Antenna
Diameter)

To
(Antenna
Diameter)

Bandwidth
(KHz)

No. of
Carriers
(n)

No. of
Hub

No. of
Remotes
(r)

Bandwidth
Factor
(Bs)*

Hub to VSAT
VSAT to Hub
VSAT to Hub

9.0
1.8
2.4

1.8
2.4
2.4

3370
326
550

1
25
5

1
1
1

1311
1311
11

7
1
2

No of hub (9.0 M diameter) = 1
No. of remotes with 2.4 M diameter antenna = 11
No. of remotes with 1.8 M diameter antenna = 1311
Connectivity: (2.4M to 9M), (9M to 1.8 M & vice versa)
Total assigned bandwidth = 19.5 MHz.

1

In DoT’s reply dated 9th May, 2017, Order No. has been mentioned as P-11014/34/2009-PP(IV) dated 22/03/2009,
whereas Annual Royalty charges for assignments of Frequencies to ‘Captive Users’ (users being charged on formula
basis) including all Government Users, involving all satellite based systems, have been detailed in Order No P11014/34/2009-PP(III) dated 22/03/2009. This has been confirmed by WPC telephonically.
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Royalty Charges (as per High Level Committee’s recommendation):
Hub (9.0 M) = 35000*Bs*n
Uplink

= 35000*7*1 = Rs. 2,45,000/-

Downlink** = 35000*1*25 + 35000*2*5 = Rs. 12,25,000/Remote (1.8 M) = 35000*Bs*n + 35000*Bs*(r-n)*0.25
Uplink = 35000*1*25+35000*1*0.25*(1311-25) = Rs. 1,21,27,500/Downlink=35000*1*25+35000*1*0.25*(1311-25)= Rs. 1,21,27,500/Remote (2.4 M)
Uplink = 35000*2*5+35000*2*0.25*(11-5) = Rs. 4,55,000/Downlink= Nil (no downlinking)
Total Royalty = Rs. 2,61,80,000/- per annum
* As per this Ministry’s Order No P-11014/34/2009-PP(III)2 dated
22/03/2009
** for two different bandwidth factors at row 2 & 3 of the above table
2.25 The Authority examined the reply received from DoT and noted that
DoT's order No. P-11014/34/2009-PP (III) for Royalty charges have no
mention of 25% reuse factor. It prescribes additional royalty @25% of the
basic royalty only for DSNGs in case the same frequency carrier is used
by the user from different OB vans belonging to him. Applicability of this
additional 25% royalty charge is not appropriate in the present case as
Captive VSAT networks cannot be equated with SNG/DSNG networks.
2.26

The Authority is of the view that operational efficiencies are achieved by
deploying the latest technologies where maximum efficient utilization of
spectrum (carriers) is achieved by sharing of frequencies. For example- in
contrast to allocating dedicated bandwidth in single carrier per channel

2

In DoT’s reply dated 9th May, 2017, Order No. has been mentioned as P-11014/34/2009-PP(IV) dated 22/03/2009,
whereas Annual Royalty charges for assignments of Frequencies to ‘Captive Users’ (users being charged on formula
basis) including all Government Users, involving all satellite based systems, have been detailed in Order No P11014/34/2009-PP(III) dated 22/03/2009. This has been confirmed by WPC telephonically.
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(SCPC) configuration mode, applying contention ratio in Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) results in better utilization of frequencies and
saving of spectrum. In TDMA many connections are multiplexed over
single carrier which uses full bandwidth of the transponder. It efficiently
uses bandwidth of transponder, therefore, utilise transponder bandwidth
to the capacity of number of carriers assigned.
2.27 Further, the licensee is already paying for bandwidth charges based on
number of carriers obtained. In fact the licensee is efficiently utilizing the
available bandwidth by rotating the carriers in multiple VSATs. Hence
there seems no justification in applying 25% reuse factor to be used for
balance VSATs after reducing the number of VSATs by number of
carriers which is akin to penalising the licensee for efficiently using its
spectrum.
2.28 Accordingly, the Authority recommends that:
(i)

Royalty charge for Captive VSAT terminals may be calculated
in line with the formula given in DoT circular dated 22nd March
2012. In the formula for calculation of Royalty charge, annual
royalty factor needs to be multiplied by bandwidth factor and
number of carriers assigned only.

(ii) There is no justification for charging additional 25% amount as
reuse factor for number of VSATs more than the number of
carriers. These charges may be eliminated for calculation of
Royalty

charges.

Accordingly,

DoT

may

issue

necessary

clarification in this regard.

C.

Procedural issues and Augmentation of Bandwidth/ VSAT Terminals

2.29 There are processes such as network approval, space segment allocation,
frequency assignments, operating licenses and payments etc. which are
required to be completed before VSAT network is commissioned. During
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the initial discussion with Captive VSAT licensees they raised procedural
issues

which

cause

delay

in

issuing

various

licenses/approvals.

Accordingly, in the CP, views were sought from the stakeholders about
procedure and time frame for issuing various license(s)/approvals and
augmentation of bandwidth for Captive VSATs.
2.30 In response, all the stakeholders have pointed out that there are
inordinate delays (approximately one year to one and a half year) in
obtaining operating license. One stakeholder suggested that first time
approval of a Captive network could be done through the Apex
Committee, which should act as a single-window for the entire set of
approvals to be obtained by the Captive licensees. Various formats can
be prescribed for all the different agencies involved and the licensees can
make a consolidated application covering all the aspects of licensing and
WPC/ Standing Advisory Committee on Radio Frequency Allocation
(SACFA) at one point.
2.31 One of the stakeholders has submitted that for setting-up of a VSAT
network, licensee is required to hire Space Segment from DoS. User is
required to enter into Agreement with DoS for space segment, which is
renewed annually. As per the terms of agreement, user is required to
make quarterly payment towards space segment allocated by DoS and
also submit Bank Guarantee equivalent to quarterly space segment
charges. Periodicity of such agreement is short, resulting in frequent
signing of agreement. The stakeholder has suggested that periodicity of
agreement with DoS may be extended e.g. two, three or five years, to
avoid frequent execution of the agreement. This will be helpful for the
licensees who have requirement of Captive VSAT license for longer
periods.
2.32 Another stakeholder has suggested that various license(s)/approvals may
be granted by concerned department/organizations as per Citizen’s
Charter/RFD and international commitments. Some stakeholders have
mentioned that Licensing Cell and WPC are raising the demand for
15

payments

separately,

with

regard

to

the

various

charges.

The

stakeholders have suggested that SACFA/WPC charges can be combined
with the license fee and a demand can be put up together on a yearly
basis eliminating the need for multiple demands by the licensing cell and
WPC. The process of adding of sites or bandwidth has to be executed in
similar time frames as that of the commercial services.
2.33 On the issue of augmentation of bandwidth, some stakeholders are of the
view that as with the NLD license and the UASL license for satellite
operations any additional augmentation of bandwidth should be dealt
with by Network Operation & Control Center (NOCC) and WPC only, the
matter should not be referred to Apex Committee. The stakeholders also
submitted that due to lack of proper documentation in digitized mode,
the documents already submitted by the licensee are required to be
resubmitted to WPC for reconciliation purposes and sometimes very old
records are also sought from them.
2.34 Further, as per DoS guidelines, space segment charges become payable
from the date of allotment letter and levying of these charges start even
before approvals from all the other agencies are in place and the network
is put to use. The stakeholders also submitted that a licensee has to pay
charges in the form of late fee from retrospective date of allotment even
when approvals are pending due to internal processes of the licensor.
2.35 During consultation process a few stakeholders submitted that a Captive
VSAT licensee has to obtain Wireless Operating License (WOL) from WPC
and the same is required to be renewed every year. This leads to
unnecessary administrative work. In case of Commercial VSAT license,
this frequency of renewal is 5 years, subject to validity of service license
issued by Data Services (DS) cell of DoT. Therefore, the stakeholders
requested that the same period (i.e. 5 years) for renewal of WOL should
be done for Captive VSAT licensee too.
2.36 The Authority carefully examined the comments submitted by the
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stakeholders and has noted that the processes need to be made simple
and user friendly. For setting up Primary and Disaster Recovery (DR)
Hub, Captive VSAT licensee has to adopt following procedure3 for
obtaining various clearances and approvals:
For HUB Captive VSAT service











Letter of Intent (LoI) for frequency assignment
WPC application form (Earth station form can be downloaded from wpc.dot.gov.in)
duly filled and signed by authorized signatory.
Permission from DoT for establishment of HUB including copy of license
agreement from DoT for Captive VSAT services.
Transponder allocation from satellite operators (DoS) or any other satellite
operator as the case may be).
Frequency/Carrier plan from NOCC.
Link Budget in the Telecom Engineering Centre (TEC) recommended proforma.
Undertaking to be submitted by the applicant in the WPC recommended proforma
Carrier deployment plan for all proposed site and Hub.

For additional Captive HUB








Letter of Intent/ Decision Letter
WPC application form (Earth station form can be downloaded from wpc.dot.gov.in)
duly filled and signed by authorized signatory.
Permission from DoT for establishment of additional Captive HUB including copy of
license agreement from DoT for Captive VSAT services.
Copy of the valid wireless operating license of existing HUB.
Transponder allocation from satellite operators (DoS or any other satellite operator
as the case may be).
Revised Frequency/Carrier plan from NOCC.
Link Budget in the Telecom Engineering Centre (TEC) recommended proforma

Same procedure is followed by the licensees in case of augmentation of
bandwidth for putting additional VSAT terminals.
2.37 Regarding various procedural delays, the Authority raised its concerns
earlier too. In its recommendations on ‘An approach to Rural Telephonysuggested measures for an accelerated growth’ dated 4th March 2009,
and later in its recommendations on ‘Telecom Infrastructure Policy’ dated
12th April 2011, the Authority recommended that:
“DoT should review the existing procedure for various approvals
3

http://wpc.dot.gov.in/DocFiles/check1.htm
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regarding VSAT and prescribe strict timelines so as to reduce the delay. It
is also recommended that DoT should also simplify the procedures with
emphasis on automatic clearances in case of non critical approvals. .....”
2.38 Further, the Authority in its recent recommendations on ‘Spectrum
Usage Charges and Presumptive Adjusted Gross Revenue for Internet
Service Providers and Commercial Very Small Aperture Terminal Service
Providers’ 7th March, 2017, inter-alia, recommended that:
"3.16 DoT may take up with DoS to evolve a system where the VSAT
licensees are not made to run from pillar to post to get their services
activated. The clock should start from the day the bandwidth is allotted
by DoS and DoT should allot frequency within 3 months of allotment of
spectrum by DoS. The two departments may also explore the possibility
of implementing an on-line application for automating the whole process
to bring in transparency.
3.18 The Authority recommends that the DoT should make arrangement
to accept online payment of financial levies /dues such as LF, SUC and
other fees that are paid by the licensees for obtaining licence/ approval/
clearance / issue of NOC from DoT.
3.20 The Authority recommends that DoT should put in place a
comprehensive, integrated on-line system that acts as a single window
clearance for the allocation/ clearances/ issuance for approval/
clearance/issue of NOC and other permissions to the licensees."
2.39 The delay accrued due to unwarranted or cumbersome processes
sometimes seriously impact various strategic programs and initiatives of
the government agencies. Timely approvals are warranted to garner the
attendant benefits. For instance programs of national interest and
security such as early warning systems, natural calamities and
emergencies, strategic installations of the government/PSUs should not
be kept waiting for miniscule issues. Cost of delay due to procedures or
internal issues of Licensor (DoS/DoT) should not be allowed to be borne
by users/licensees.
2.40 The Authority re-emphasizes that procedures for application for VSAT
license and seeking various approvals should be streamlined and there
should be a single window clearance system.
18

In cases of bandwidth

allocation, the space segment charges are made applicable to the
licensees with the date of allotment of space segment even though
corresponding ground segment frequency is allocated after several
months later. As mentioned in earlier para that in its recommendations
of 7th March, 2017, the Authority has already recommended that for
calculation of bandwidth charges the clock should start from the day the
bandwidth is allotted by DoS and DoT should allot frequency within 3
months of allotment of spectrum by DoS. The Authority is of the view
that in the cases where the delay in allotment of frequency by WPC for
the corresponding ground segment is delayed beyond 3 months, due to
DoT/WPC or other Govt agencies, the licensee should not be charged for
the space segment by the DoS, as the licensee shall not be able to utilize
the space segment even after payment of space segment charges.
Further, the Authority agrees with the concerns of the stakeholders that
validity of WOL for Captive VSAT licensee should be for a period of 5
years at a time, instead of annual, at present. On the issue of timelines
for

various

allocations/clearances

by

DoS/WPC/DoT/NOCC,

the

Authority is of the view that timelines specified in DoT’s letter F. No. 59190/2006-LR (SAT) dated 7th June, 2006 should be followed in letter and
spirit and also it should be displayed on websites of the concerned
Departments.
2.41 In view of the foregoing discussion, the Authority recommends that:
(i)

Para 3.16, 3.18 and 3.20 of the recommendations ‘Spectrum
Usage Charges and Presumptive Adjusted Gross Revenue for
Internet Service Providers and Commercial Very Small Aperture
Terminal

Service

streamlining

the

Providers’
processes

dated
shall

7th

apply

March,
to

2017

Captive

on

VSAT

licensees too.
(ii)

Further, in case delay in allotment of corresponding ground
segment frequency by WPC extends beyond 3 months from the
date of allotment of space segment by DoS, the space segment
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charges payable to DoS may be borne by DoT till the time
allocations/clearances by WPC/DoT/NOCC are completed.
(iii) No late fee may be charged from the licensee in case there is no
pendency of submission of requisite documents, fee etc. by the
licensee and delay in allocation/approval is due to licensor’s
internal matters.
(iv) Procedure for augmentation of bandwidth may be at par with
those of Commercial VSAT, NLD, ILD licensees. Augmentation
should be cleared at the level of DoT/ WPC only (not at the level
of Apex Committee).
(v)

Validity of WOL for Captive VSAT licensee may be for a period
of 5 years at a time, instead of annual at present subject to
validity of the license.

(vi) Period of agreement with DoS for space segment may be for
minimum three years unless licensee desires for shorter
duration and subject to validity of license.

D.

Need for Categorisation of Captive VSAT Licensees

2.42 A number of Captive VSAT licensees are Government departments and
Govt. agencies which are using their Captive VSAT networks for public
safety, disaster early warning systems, disaster management and relief
operations etc. These organizations provide invaluable service to the
public, administration and entire government machinery.
2.43 The issue was posed for consultation, whether it is appropriate to split
the

Captive

VSAT

categories

Organisations/departments

for

(handling

(1)

Not-for-profit

important

Government

missions)

and

(2)

Commercial organizations and others.
2.44 Most of the stakeholders disagree with the above view and are of the view
that most of the commercial organizations have already migrated to
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commercial VSAT networks due to their attractive tariffs. There should be
parity across the licensees from the perspective of level playing field and
so, creating two categories within a type of license, will not be workable.
Some of the stakeholders are of the view that Government organisations
/departments be issued permission authorization for owning and
operating Captive VSAT CUG network, instead of a license.

Other issues:
2.45 As per the present license conditions, a maximum Data Rate upto 512
kbps per VSAT for Star configuration & 2 Mbps for Mesh configuration
(including all carriers) is permitted, subject to the compliance of the
technical parameters as specified in TEC Interface Requirements.
2.46 Some stakeholders brought out that in changing environment, the
requirement of higher bandwidth has become necessity as there are
multiple simultaneous application running on the same channel.
Through technological advancements it is possible to offer higher data
rate / bandwidths to cater the higher bandwidth requirements of the
user. The bandwidth caps decided earlier have become technologically
obsolete, hence need to be reviewed.
2.47 Another stakeholder submitted that sub-CUG should be permitted within
a CUG network as it will result in better administration and management
of the network and resources.
2.48 For present day's Captive VSAT Service, higher capacities and increased
data speeds should be made available to Captive users. This however,
may call for a revision of the capped capacities and speeds for VSAT
service as determined by the relevant TEC Interface Requirements. The
Authority is of the opinion that the revised caps on the data speeds
should be in line with the new technologies and frequencies being used
or that can be made available, and in no way should be a deterrent to the
requirement of the users.
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2.49 Accordingly the Authority recommends that the restriction/cap of
512Kbps/2Mbps per VSAT as maximum data rates for Captive VSAT
may be revised upwardly and DoT/TEC may revise its specifications
accordingly.
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Chapter -III: Summary of recommendations
3.1

The Authority recommends that:
(i)

Levy of separate licence fee for 2nd hub for Captive VSAT may
be done away with;

(ii)

Present annual license fee at @ Rs. 10,000/- per VSAT terminal,
as being charged presently for VSAT terminals connected to
first hub, may be maintained for both the first and the second
hub and without levy of any minimum licence fee. (Para 2.9)

3.2

The Authority recommends that:(i)

The Entry Fee for Captive VSAT license may be reduced by 50%
i.e. from Rs. 30 lakh to Rs. 15 lakh.

(ii) FBG equivalent to License Fee for two quarters may be charged
from Captive VSAT licensee. (Para 2.20)
3.3

The Authority recommends that:
(i)

Royalty charge for Captive VSAT terminals may be calculated in
line with the formula given in DoT circular dated 22nd March
2012. In the formula for calculation of Royalty charge, annual
royalty factor needs to be multiplied by bandwidth factor and
number of carriers assigned only.

(ii) There is no justification for charging additional 25% amount as
reuse factor for number of VSATs more than the number of
carriers. These charges may be eliminated for calculation of
Royalty

charges.

Accordingly,

DoT

may

issue

necessary

clarification in this regard. (Para 2.28)
3.4

The Authority recommends that:
(i)

Para 3.16, 3.18 and 3.20 of the recommendations ‘Spectrum
Usage Charges and Presumptive Adjusted Gross Revenue for
Internet Service Providers and Commercial Very Small Aperture
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Terminal

Service

streamlining

the

Providers’
processes

dated
shall

7th

apply

March,
to

2017

Captive

on

VSAT

licensees too.
(ii) Further, in case delay in allotment of corresponding ground
segment frequency by WPC extends beyond 3 months from the
date of allotment of space segment by DoS, the space segment
charges payable to DoS may be borne by DoT till the time
allocations/clearances by WPC/DoT/NOCC are completed.
(iii) No late fee may be charged from the licensee in case there is no
pendency of submission of requisite documents, fee etc. by the
licensee and delay in allocation/approval is due to licensor’s
internal matters.
(iv) Procedure for augmentation of bandwidth may be at par with
those of Commercial VSAT, NLD, ILD licensees. Augmentation
should be cleared at the level of DoT/ WPC only (not at the level
of Apex Committee).
(v)

Validity of WOL for Captive VSAT licensee may be for a period
of 5 years at a time, instead of annual at present subject to
validity of the license.

(vi) Period of agreement with DoS for space segment may be for
minimum three years unless licensee desires for shorter
duration and subject to validity of license. (Para 2.41)
3.5

The

Authority

recommends

that

the

restriction/cap

of

512Kbps/2Mbps per VSAT as maximum data rates for Captive VSAT
may be revised upwardly and DoT/TEC may revise its specifications
accordingly. (Para 2.49)
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
S.No.

Acronyms

Description

1

AGR

Adjusted Gross Revenue

2

CP

Consultation Paper

3

CUG

Closed Users Group

4

DoS

Department of Space

5

DoT

Department of Telecommunications

6

DR

Disaster Recovery

7

DSNG

Digital Satellite News Gathering

8

DTH

Direct-To-Home

9

FBG

Financial Bank Guarantee

10

HLC

High Level Committee

11

ILD

International Long Distance

12

INSAT/GSAT

The Indian National Satellite/ Geosynchronous Satellite

13

ISRO

14

LF

License Fee

15

LoI

Letter of Intent

16

NLD

National Long Distance

17

NOC

No Objection Certificate

18

NOCC

Network Operation & Control Center

Indian Space Research Organisation
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19

OB van

Outside Broadcasting Van

20

OHD

Open House Discussion

21

PSU

Public Sector Undertaking

22

SACFA

Standing Advisory Committee on Radio Frequency
Allocation

23

SCPC

Single Carrier Per Channel

24

SNG

Satellite News Gathering

25

TDMA

Time Division Multiple Access

26

TEC

Telecom Engineering Centre

27

TRAI

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India

28

UASL

Unified Access Services License

29

UL

Unified License

30

VPN

Virtual Private Network

31

VSAT

Very Small Aperture Terminal

32

WOL

Wireless Operating License

33

WPC

Wireless Planning & Coordination
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